
 

 
February, 2024 

 
INFINITE CIRCLE OF LIGHT 

 
I AM an Infinite Sphere of Light. 

I AM …Ascended and Free! 
I AM inclusive of all life, 
living Free in the Light. 

I AM THAT I AM! 
 

From within this Infinite Circle of Light: 
The Gathering of Ascended Humanity, 

In union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals, 
Through the cohesive Power of Divine Love 

uniting all Life in its Ascended State, 
 

Now emerges into Humanity as the Theme and 
Thoughtform of this Sacred Month and Cycle of the Zodiac: 

 
I AM THE EMBODIED FLAME OF IMMORTALITY!  
I AM THE EMBODIED SOLAR CONSCIOUSNESS   

WITHIN THE COSMIC VIOLET FIRE.  
 

THE VIOLET FIRE FIRST TRANSMUTES KARMIC  
DEBT, THROUGH THE LAW OF MERCY,  

COMPASSION AND FORGIVENESS.  
 

THE COSMIC VIOLET FIRE THEN GIVES BIRTH TO 
EMBODIED SOLAR CONSCIOUSNESS WITHIN DAILY LIFE.  

 
I AM THE EMBODIED ENERGY, VIBRATION AND 

CONSCIOUSNESS OF FATHER / MOTHER GOD 
FOR THE SEVENTH RAY DISPENSATION   

OF SPIRITUAL FREEDOM.  
  

EMBODIED SOLAR CONSCIOUSNESS OPENS DIVINE 
LIBERTY, REVEALS TRANSFORMATIONAL  
PERCEPTION …MANIFESTING THE STAR  

OF SPIRITUAL FREEDOM!   
 
 
 
 



SACRED TEMPLATE 
 

BREATHING STATEMENT 
(empty of self and breathing as only Eternal Flame) 

 
I AM Inbreathing and Absorbing the Divine Purpose of embodied 

Solar Consciousness for this New Age of Spiritual Freedom. 
 

I AM Expanding and Projecting this Divine Purpose into 
Humanity’s Consciousness for this New Age of Spiritual Freedom. 

 
AFFIRMATIONS 

 
I AM that I AM! 

I AM the Gathering of Ascending Humanity!  
I AM the Eternal Flame embodied. 

I AM the Light of the world!  
 

The Light that I AM is the Quantum State Energy,  
Matter and Intelligence necessary for Building  

an Eternal Life in the Light.  
 

As the Flame of Immortality embodied,  
I see and think like the Flame of Immortality,  

I feel and experience like the Flame of Immortality, and  
I have the memories within the Causal Body of Immortality! 

 
Peacefully embodied within my Elemental vehicles, 

I AM open and receptive to the Next Life Wave  
Coming …now pouring through me! 

 
Wave …after Wave …after Wave … 

the Next Life Wave Coming pours through me! 
 

The Star of Spiritual Freedom is a Forcefield of Spiritual 
Endowment for Humanity, an Accelerating Aura  

of God Illumination enfolding all life. 
 

The Star of Spiritual Freedom transmutes the drive towards the 
material …and accelerates the growth towards Spiritual Potential!   

 
Ascended and Free Light Service now reaches all Humanity  

…through initiating Quantum State Fluctuations in  
Energy, Vibration and Consciousness! 

 
This is the Power and Purpose of Ascending Humanity! 

Our Flame’s Radiant Forcefield has everything Ascending! 



 
Standing within the Cosmic Maltese Cross,  

I AM anchoring the Presence of Divine Agency!  
I AM the Divine Dispensation of Spiritual Freedom.  

I AM the Sixth and Seventh Root Races unfolding perfectly. 
I AM the Feminine Ray of Harmony and Balance in the world.  

I AM the Great Cosmic Inbreath fully including our sweet Earth. 
 

As the Star of Spiritual Freedom, empty of self, time and space,  
I AM the Spiritual Future of Humanity …here and now! 

I AM the Gathering of Ascending Humanity in action!   
 

This manifests as Freedom's Holy Star embodied! 
I AM the Divine Director of this Sacred Fire! 

I abide in the Great Solar Quiet of the  
Violet Fire’s Infinite Radiant Light! 

   
The Eye of Divine Liberty has opened! Thus, 

the Star of Sanat Kumara reveals the Quantum State  
Fluctuations in the Energy Fields of Ascending Humanity. 
All Lifeforce is accelerating within the Cosmic Violet Fire! 

 
All necessary Quantum Fluctuations in Energy, Vibration  
and Consciousness are now embodied within Humanity! 

Humanity aligns as the Star of Spiritual Freedom! 
 

I AM the harbinger of Limitless Physical Perfection to the world! 
All of our physical, etheric, mental and emotional expression  

becomes the manifestation of this Solar Consciousness. 
I AM this Star of Spiritual Freedom! 

 
I AM the Violet Fire’s Limitless Cosmic Energy.   

I AM the Violet Fire’s Limitless Vibrational Field. 
I AM the Violet Fire’s Limitless Solar Consciousness! 

 
I AM the Star of Spiritual Freedom! 

I AM the Seventh Ray Solar Christ Self! 
Freedom's Holy Star assimilates all Humanity! 

  
And, SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM! 

 
 

ASCENSION CONCEPTS 
 
Beloved Ones, let us abide beyond self, time and space. Here we 
enter the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness of Universal I AM. Here, 



everything and everyplace is the exact center of it all …and there is 
no periphery! It is the experience of Eternity and Infinity. We 
become only our Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light! Here 
we see, feel and deeply accept ‘I AM Universal I AM’ …while 
embodied …becoming here and now both the exact center of 
Universal I AM, as well as knowing its endless expanse. Then, we 
equally accept that every other aspect of Lifeforce, on all 
Dimensions, Realms, and Spheres of Light, knows this same Reality 
…also knowing the exact center of Universal I AM. And with this 
Transformational Perception, together standing in the Light, we are 
(I AM!) experiencing Solar Consciousness on this grand scale. 
 
On further contemplation, we understand that the same Source of 
Energy, Vibration and Consciousness is ‘everywhere present’. The 
essential Foundations of Co-creation are everywhere present 
…containing all necessary Quantum State Energy, Matter and 
Intelligence to manifest the desired Perfection Patterns. All 
Intelligent Lifeforce is thus the exact center of Co-creation 
…including our Divine Instrument as the Eternal Flame and its 
Infinite Radiant Light, here and now in this embodiment. Imagine 
the Ascended Masters, Cosmic Beings, and all the Forces of Angels 
and Elementals knowing and feeling this same experience. Then, as 
we truly appreciate Oneness Consciousness, we see the Immaculate 
Concept of the Gathering of Ascending Humanity …expressing 
Universal I AM in daily life …and beyond, holding the Immaculate 
Concept of all Humanity having this same Transformational 
Perception. This is the Divine Potential of the I AM Race! 
 
This Vision is the culmination of the New Age of Spiritual Freedom 
…to have the Spiritual Liberty to express our full Spiritual Agency.  
This is the Divine Plan and our Highest Potential.  This is the 
Immaculate Concept we hold for Humanity …until through the 
Ascension Process, she achieves this! We embody all the Forcefields 
of the Next Life Wave Coming …the rebalance of the Masculine 
Ray with the Feminine Ray; the Sixth and Seventh Root Races 
coming to the fore in daily life with the Perfection Patterns of their 
Manus ( God and Goddess Meru, / Lord Saithru and Lady 
Mercedes); the Seventh Ray Dispensation of Beloved Saint 
Germain; and the Great Cosmic Inbreath, with the entire Universe 
Ascending towards Source. 
 
Then let us imagine then that (after our morning meditation) we take 
this entire experience into our day, allowing it to express through our 
Creative Faculties of thoughts, feelings, words and deeds.  In our 
True Identity, we have all the necessary Energy, Vibration and 
Consciousness for this Transformational Perception …and then all 



the necessary Quantum State Energy, Matter and Intelligence to see 
it accomplished. Thus, every day has the potential of fulfilling the 
Divine Plan! Within time and space, full fruition of this Divine 
Potential may require the entire Major Cycle of the Seventh Ray 
Dispensation. But beyond time and space, it is already everywhere 
present, here and now! 
 
Experiencing this routinely is living within our Sanctuary. We might 
conceive our Sanctuary as the physical space we have consecrated 
as our Sacred Place. On another level, our sanctuary is actually a 
Forcefield, built from the Vibrational Fields and sustained 
accelerating Consciousness …from many hours of prayer, 
meditation, songs / decrees / mantras, as well as visualizations of the 
Divine …a 'wave-function' Spiritual Forcefield, where we have built 
a Momentum of becoming our True Identity. It becomes our Aura. 
Such a Vibrational Field attracts the Angels, who then sustain this 
Activity while we might otherwise be distracted by living daily life. 
 
Part of the Ascension Process is to build this Sanctuary as the 
Forcefield of our Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light …and 
that our elemental vehicles are but the Flame’s Altar moving through 
the physical universe. As we progress in our Ascension Process, we 
may then slip into this Sanctuary at any moment …until we abide 
there in every moment! This is the true watermark of gaining 
Ascended Mastery. For then we are an embodied Divine Presence 
with a Radiant Sea of Divinity …an anchorage of the same Flame of 
Immortality which all Ascended and Free Beings sustain. Here we 
radiate the supreme Energy, Matter and Intelligence of its Light into 
Co-creation.  This is becoming a Light Commanding Presence, the 
Divine Potential of ‘our Eternal and Infinite Sanctuary’ …embodied 
Solar Consciousness! 
 
Expanding on this concept of our personal sanctuary moving through 
daily life  …let us visualize the Gathering of Ascending Humanity 
as becoming the Sanctuary of Ascending Humanity moving 
through daily life …inclusive of all fields of endeavor within 
Humanity. Here the ‘right and perfect people, doing the right and 
perfect thing, at the right and perfect time, in the right and perfect 
place, in the right and perfect way’ …work together towards the 
Divine Potential of every person, place, condition and thing in their 
Sphere of Influence! We do so together standing in the Light, 
enfolding all involved in the Great Solar Quiet of the Eternal Flame’s 
Infinite Radiant Light …holding the Immaculate Concept of the 
right and perfect Perfection Patterns made manifest! This is the seed 
for the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness of the I AM Race, of 
Ascended and Free Humanity! Here we have created a global 



sanctuary …as it is in the Realms of Light! This is the mantra of our 
Light Service …inclusive of all life Ascending, all life living free 
in the Light! 
 
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!  
 
ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF 
BELOVED  LADY MIRIAM and LADY AMAZON …the Offices 
of the Chohan and Elohim of the First Ray …enhancing the Power 
and Purpose of the Sponsors of this Solar Year 2024. 
 
Beloved Ones, we greet you as your embodied Solar Consciousness, 
and we welcome you into our Domain of Power and Purpose. Here 
we remain ever vigilant on being empty of self, time and space 
…ever vigilant that our only focus is the Eternal Flame and its 
Infinite Radiant Light …ourselves as a Sun of the Sun, in which the 
Three Suns of embodied Solar Consciousness express the Law of 
Life in action …Divine thinking, feeling, and manifestion!  
 
Let us contemplate the Eternal Sun of Even Pressure within our 
embodied Solar Consciousness. It is a perfect hologram of the same 
Sun of Elemental Constancy pulsating at the Center of our sweet 
Earth.  The three Chakra Suns that compose this vibrational field 
begins with the Ascension Chakra at the base of the spine. This 
Chakra Forcefield offers the opportunity to embody within form, 
through reproductive vessels and thus gain the Ascension from 
within the denseness of matter.  You have each sought out this 
experience and applied for it …like one might apply for a sought-
after experience in daily life. This gives greater context for the life 
experiences within daily life, seeing them through this Cosmic Lens. 
 
The Ascension Chakra also represents the perfect Harmony and 
Balance of various centripetal / centrifugal  forces within nature 
…like the Sun that holds the Earth in its perfect orbit, not one iota 
closer or further …as neither would support embodied life.  This is 
the Purpose and Power of the Eternal Sun of Even Pressure within 
our body. It allows for Elemental Ascension, along with the 
Ascension of our thoughts, feelings, words and deeds. Only then 
comes the transformation of the flesh into Spirit …from 'particle-
function' matter into our 'wave-function' Mighty I AM Presence! 
 
The embodied Sun of Even Pressure is the Sun of Elemental 
Constancy ...so that embodied Solar Consciousness may be ‘born 
again’ into the perfect Elemental balance between the forces of 
inbreath / outbreath, centripetal / centrifugal forces, magnetism / 
radiation, all in perfect balance …rather than elemental fatigue, 



distress or disease. We see our embodied Sun of Even Pressure as a 
tangible vibrational field …of accelerating Energy and 
Consciousness, holding a Forcefield of harmonious embodiment 
within physical vehicles. This then allows us to be focused on our 
Ascension Process. This was meant to maintain Health and 
Wellness, Youth and Beauty, as well as Strength and Stamina 
through an entire embodiment …as we developed our Spiritual 
Capacity as a Light Commanding Presence. This is the Divine Plan! 
 
The Eternal Sun of Even Pressure at the center of Earth also 
maintains a shield around Earth, known as its electromagnetic 
forcefield1, protecting it from cosmic rays that are not meant for 
embodied physical consciousness. So too does our embodied Sun of 
Even Pressure …maintaining an electro-magnetic Mantle of Light 
around our embodied presence …even while it also opens the Gates 
of embodied Solar Consciousness. This Electromagnetic Forcefield 
is our ‘Ring Pass Not of Cosmic Christ Lightening’ …guiding, 
guarding and protecting our embodied Solar Consciousness from 
inner and outer imbalance, so that from this Elemental Forcefield we 
may ascend into the Sun of Holy Spirit (Heart and Throat Chakras) 
…and further into the Sun of God Illumination at the Third Eye and 
Thousand Petaled Lotus. This becomes the completed Solar Being, 
abiding on Earth.  
 
Let us further visualize the three Suns operating together, in Divine 
Alignment. The Sun of Elemental Constancy encompassing the three 
lower Chakras is the Focus of our 'particle-function' Harmony and 
Balance. The Sun of Holy Spirit (heart and throat Chakras) is our 
'wave-function' feelings of all the aspects of Divine Love. And the 
Sun of God Illumination (Third Eye and Thousand Petaled Lotus) is 
our Enlightenment of being both simultaneously …Ascended and 
Free while in the world of form …embodied Solar Consciousness! 
 
Our initial view of our Solar Spine tends to be linear …up and down 
our physical spine. But in Higher Frequency Realms, this process 
might be seen in various geometric patterns. Our Solar 
Consciousness has many permutations and combinations of 
expressing its Twelve-fold Nature.  Yet all possible Twelve-fold 
Sacred Geometry manifests the Law of Life through us …What I 
think (the Golden Sun of God Illumination) … and feel (the Rose 
Sun of Holy Spirit) …I bring into form (the Eternal Sun of Even 
Pressure of Elemental Harmony and Balance). One view of our 

	
1	Earth's magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is the magnetic 
field that extends from Earth’s interior out into space, where it interacts with 
the solar wind, a stream of charged particles emanating from the Sun. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charged_particle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun


embodied Solar Consciousness is these three Suns Gates within each 
other. Let us invite and invoke all such unique potentials of 
expressing embodied Solar Consciousness, into our visualizations. 
 
As we practice such Higher Frequency Visualization (‘Seeing’), let 
us protect ourselves with the Ring Pass Not of Cosmic Christ 
Lightening …as well as sustain around us our Cloak of Invisibility 
…to protect us from lower frequencies that might impede our 
Ascension Process.  Here, Beloved Lord Michael and his Legions 
assist in keeping us focused and protected in our Vision Quest …to 
‘truly see our Divine Instrument as its embodied Solar 
Consciousness’. Here we stand in Lord Michael’s Circle and Sword 
of Blue Flame, the Sword being our Rod of Power and Protection, 
and the Circle of Blue Flame being our Sphere of Influence, inclusive 
of all life living free in the Light!   
 
We see the base upon which we stand as the Sun of Elemental 
Constancy …out of which streams a Mighty Blue Lightening Ray of 
Cosmic Christ Protection, from anything less than the Divine 
Potential. We stand enveloped in this Cosmic Ray …now safe to 
explore ‘beyond time and space’. Safely experiencing Solar 
Consciousness thus begins with our secure base of existence in 
embodiment (the Eternal Sun of Even Pressure). This is seen and felt 
as the Ascension Chakra finding its Divine Potential through its 
extension into the Violet Fire Chakra, which itself now contains the 
Seed of embodied Solar Consciousness …then sealed in the Divine 
Peace of the Sixth Ray Golden Chakra at the Solar Plexus. 
 
This Eternal Sun of Elemental Constancy brings all the Forces of 
Elemental Precipitation into Harmony and Balance …so that what 
we think (Sun of God Illumination) and feel (Sun of Holy Spirit) 
within embodied Solar Consciousness, we bring into form. This is 
the Law of Life …and we are here to wield it as intended within the 
Seventh Ray Dispensation of Spiritual Freedom. We then know our 
full Spiritual Agency, through these three Gates of Solar 
Consciousness …becoming a Seventh Ray Solar Christ Self.   
 
Let us practice ‘empty of self’ on all three levels …beginning with 
empty of elemental imbalance. We accept our Eternal Sun of Even 
Pressure as ‘our constant’ of embodied Harmony and Balance. Then 
we practice empty of negative feelings so that we might be filled 
with the Sun of Holy Spirit.  Then our minds are emptied of criticism, 
condemnation and judgment, so that we might be filled with the Sun 
of God Illumination.   
 



The Violet Fire is designed as a Forcefield that assists in this exact 
daily practice …becoming empty of self, time and space by placing 
all thoughts, feelings, words and deeds not yet Ascending into its 
Transmuting Forcefield.  With this underway, the Violet Fire is then 
designed to bring embodied Solar Consciousness into awareness 
…effecting a Transformational Perception in personal awareness 
…thus offering Divine Love and God Illumination into all that we 
do, think, say or feel.  
 
This is living Ascended and Free! Now my I abide in the Land of 
Boundless Splendor and Infinite Light …filled with the Peace of 
being in the world but not of it …fully open to Higher Frequency 
thoughts, feelings, words and deeds …manifesting my Radiant Sea 
of Divinity! This is the Power and Purpose of Original Intent 
…God’s Will!  
 
And together, standing in the Light with you, we seal you in this 
Forcefield! And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM! 

 
 

***** 
ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE 
BELOVED WORLD TEACHER …on the Way of the World 
Teacher … 
 
Welcome dear ones into the Brotherhood / Sisterhood of the Golden 
Robe. This is a great lineage of developing God Illumination while 
in embodiment. In such attainment, you have around you a Golden 
Mantle of God Illumination associated with embodied Solar 
Consciousness. This Brotherhood / Sisterhood of the Golden Robe 
is a global Forcefield of the Planetary Buddha and the World 
Teacher. I AM here to assist you into this fold. Feel this Golden Robe 
draped over your shoulders, enfolding you like a Mighty Aura of 
God Illumination …truly abiding in the Great Solar Quiet of the 
Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light. It is actually the Aura of your 
Mighty I AM Presence enfolding you …and will be perceived much 
stronger as you further attain embodied Solar Consciousness. The 
hood of this Robe is experienced as a shimmering, flowing, Golden 
Light …the halo effect. 
 
We are familiar with the Taoist Mantra ‘I AM empty of self and One 
with the Way …the Way is filled with Virtue’. Let us contemplate 
this Truth, as to how ‘the Way’ is revealed to Humanity. Before the 
global internet, there were only books and the word of mouth.  
Therefore, disciples would go forth to proselytize and preach 
…trying to reach the consciousness of others and persuade them of 



a certain understanding.  Over the last few decades there has 
developed a global mind (the internet), where persuasion occurs 
through ‘social media influencing’. But since this has few 
safeguards, there is both healthy information and much 
misinformation. So there needs to be Higher Frequency inter-
connection engaging the minds of Humanity …fundamental to her 
Ascension Process. 
 
Let us envision this as linkages between Humanity at a higher 
ethereal, subtler point of contact …where imbalance and lower 
frequency cannot abide! Here the receptive machinery for 
communication is the Eternal Flame (even if only a tiny spark in 
some at present) …and the global connection is based on the 
Oneness Consciousness building through the Ascension Process. 
Such linkage or intercommunication has actually begun as a 
‘Gathering at Higher Frequency’ …our Gathering of Ascending 
Humanity! Think of it! Here the Energy, Vibration and 
Consciousness within a message must be of a certain frequency in 
order to be delivered and received at its intended potential. 
 
We see Humanity open and receptive for this Transmission of God 
Illumination because the desire for the Divine is powerful across 
Humanity! Our Light Service is the Gathering of all the goodness in 
the world …free of any national, cultural or religious dogma and thus 
includes everyone. As Light Servers, we might see this as a global 
Transmission of the Flame …Eternal Flame to Eternal Flame …a 
global Holy Communion. As we develop embodied Solar 
Consciousness, our Light Commanding Presence becomes a 
powerful beacon for the Transmission of God Illumination within 
Earth’s atmosphere, with more capacity to connect with the inner 
mind and heart …the thoughts and feelings of Humanity. For most 
people are fatigued by the never-ending cycle of outer news and 
desire the Peace of the Light within.  This is our role. 
 
For then we invite, invoke and unite with them in Holy Communion. 
This is ‘the Way’ of the World Teacher and all who assist in this 
global Light Service. As we abide in our own Light, within the Great 
Solar Quiet of our Eternal Flame’s Radiance, we then connect with 
that same Innate Divinity within all Lifeforce (however hidden). We 
then invite, invoke and envision the Divine Consciousness within 
each one to arise into tangible awareness …enough to solidify this 
connection. And this general raising of consciousness is happening 



…the Ascension Process is proceeding …even though the forces of 
imbalance try to maintain the veil of maya or illusion2. 
 
Humanity is becoming more open and receptive to the Next Life 
Wave Coming. How they see, hear or interpret the content may be 
diverse, but the process is flowering within! Let us affirm the Peace 
of Enlightenment of the World Teacher: 
 

I abide in the Great Solar Quiet of my  
Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light! 

My mind abides in the Great Solar Quiet. 
My feelings abide in the Great Solar Quiet. 
My body abides in the Great Solar Quiet. 

  
I AM a Forcefield of the Great Golden Robe! 

I abide in the Land of Boundless Splendor and Infinite Light. 
I communicate this to Humanity through our Holy Communion,  

a Transmission of the Flame to all Life, everywhere present! 
 

Beloved Brothers and Sisters of the Golden Robe, in our True 
Identity and as our Divine Instrument, we become empty of self and 
fill it with our Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light. But also, 
we fill it with the Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Sound and 
Fragrance.  This is the experience of Holiness …of the Divine.  This 
is experienced in the Presence of a Great Angel, or Elemental Deva 
…as well as in the Aura of an Ascended Master or Cosmic Being. 
This Forcefield of Holiness overrides the outer senses, and one 
experiences a revery of Light, Color, Sacred Tone / Sound, Holy 
Fragrance …with the sense of floating in this Sea of Radiant 
Divinity. This is where I desire to greet you! 
 

	
2 Maya is perceived reality, one that does not reveal the hidden principles, 
the true reality. Here is a poem from the ancient Hindu Vedas: 

The sages look into the solar orb, the ordainers desire the region of his rays. 
The Sun bears the word in his mind; the Gandharva has spoken it within 
the wombs; sages cherish it in the place of sacrifice, brilliant, heavenly, 
ruling the mind. I beheld the protector, never descending, going by his 
paths to the east and the west; clothing the quarters of the heaven and the 
intermediate spaces. He constantly revolves in the midst of the worlds. 
— Rig veda X.177.1-3,  

The above poem discerns, using symbolic language, a contrast between 
mind influenced by light (sun) versus magic (illusion / maya / ego). 

	

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rigveda


Now with the dawn of our embodied Solar Consciousness, we may 
experience this in the Aura of our own Holiness and Divinity …our 
own Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiance of Light, Color, 
Sound and Fragrance.  Our experience becomes the aura of our 
own Holiness …our Radiant Sea of Divinity. Here the Angels and 
Elementals gather in the Rays of our Light! 
 
And this adds Power and Purpose to our global Holy Communion of 
God Illumination …as Brothers and Sisters of the Golden Robe. Just 
as we all look forward to a Spiritual Conclave where we may abide 
in the same ‘space’ with others in Light Service …so too does our 
Divine Instrument become a powerful Ascending Forcefield 
inclusive of all life living free in the Light. In embodied Solar 
Consciousness, we may sit alone in our individual or group 
Sanctuary but be in Oneness Consciousness (in the same Sacred 
Space) with every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being, all Angels 
and Elemental Devas, and all of the Gathering of Ascending 
Humanity …as they would all ‘answer the call’ to attend our 
meditation at this level of global Holy Communion.  
 
This Light Service also brings us ever closer in Holy Communion 
with our Mighty I AM Presence.  This Ascended and Free Electronic 
Being sends forth countless Cosmic Rays into Universal I AM, as 
well as across Humanity’s global Consciousness! And so too does 
every Ascended and Free Being, including those embodied, 
experience this same Cosmic Light Service. And if only one of those 
countless Cosmic Rays of our Mighty God Presence enters our 
meditation, then our Meditation becomes a Limitless Forcefield of 
Group Light Service.  This is the Power of embodied Solar 
Consciousness and the power of the Gathering of Ascending 
Humanity. This is the meaning of ‘yea, though I walk through the 
valley of death, I shall not fear …I AM not alone’ …and why the 
Ascended Masters teach: ‘one with God is a majority!’  Affirm: 
 

I abide in the Great Solar Quiet of  
the Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light! 

 
I AM releasing myself 

into this Great Solar Quiet!  
 

I AM releasing (name of another person  
or situation) into this Great Solar Quiet!  

 
I AM releasing Humanity  
into this Great Solar Quiet,  

into this Radiant Sea of Divinity ! 



 
I abide in the Great Solar Quiet  

of every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being,  
Angel and Elemental …as well as this same Forcefield  
around the global Gathering of Ascending Humanity! 

 
I AM A CHILD OF THE LIGHT!  
I Love the Light! I Bless the Light! 

I live in the Light! I AM THE LIGHT! 
I AM the Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light! 

 
Beloved Ones developing embodied Solar Consciousness, let us put 
aside the previous cultural / religious restrictions upon the three 
lower Chakras and embrace the Spiritual Freedom they now assist in 
building. On one level, they have allowed physical reproduction and 
birth into physical bodies, attaining physical consciousness. This is 
vital, as only from that point may we develop our Spiritual 
Consciousness in the world of form. Previous cultural or religious 
teaching might have encouraged not to give attention to these lower 
Chakras, as we desired to evolve our upper Chakra Suns of Love and 
God Illumination.  
 
However, when our path of Spiritual Development reaches a certain 
point and we are ready for the vibratory ascent from the Seven-fold 
embodied consciousness towards Union with the Mighty I AM 
Presence, then these three lower Chakras take on a new purpose, 
becoming the firm foundation of our developing Twelve-fold Solar 
Consciousness …agents of the Twelve Houses of the Sun …birthing 
the Seventh Ray Solar Christ Self. 
 
It begins with the Ascension Chakra. The Ascension Flame is the 
antidote to gravity. Gravity is the effect one object has on another, 
drawing them together. In embodiment this becomes the drawing 
down of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness into matter. Such was 
the Divine Plan from Father / Mother God …to see ‘how far into 
dense form could Perfection Patterns manifest’. So, to begin our 
journey in elemental vehicles, the Ascension Chakra simply agreed 
to set its frequency of Energy, Matter and Intelligence so that gravity 
would be enough to physically hold us on the planet, as well as draw 
down the Higher Frequency of thoughts, feelings, words and deeds 
to express within the world of form …as God in Action herein. This 
was the sublime outcome of the first Three Root Races. 
 
Then, with the ‘great fall’ …the coming of the laggards and 
Humanity’s fall into ego frequency …the Ascension Chakra had to 
further adjust, allowing for even lower levels of frequency so that 



reproduction into embodied vehicles could carry on …with the hope 
of redemption and restoration of the Divine Plan, and Humanity 
again achieving her Divine Potential. Now, with this present Cosmic 
Moment of the Next Life Wave Coming, the Ascension Chakra may 
release more of its ‘anti-gravity Forcefield’, with the raising up in 
frequency of our physical form, as well as our thoughts, feelings, 
words and deeds …all of our Creative Faculties Ascending into our 
embodied Solar Consciousness. 
 
In progressing up the spine, we next contemplate the Violet Fire 
Chakra. It initially had only the purpose of holding the Immaculate 
Concept for the Ascension Chakra …that of arising into the 
embodied Solar Consciousness within the Cosmic Violet Fire. But 
when the ‘great fall’ changed the developing trajectory of 
Humanity’s path, this Sacred Violet Fire then emphasized its 
Qualities of Transmutation, Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness to 
allow for a chance of undoing karmic debt before it can act, manifest 
or longer be sustained …thus restoring the Divine Plan. Now it too 
can unleash more of its Original Intent and Purpose …embodied 
Solar Consciousness expressed in daily life …leading to a New Age 
of Spiritual Freedom. 
 
And the Chakra of Peace at the solar plexus was to seal each of the 
activities of the Ascension Chakra and the Violet Fire Chakra in 
Peace Divine …ensuring its permanency. This was to maintain an 
Eternal Foundation of Perfection Patterns manifesting in the world 
of form …the Original Intent of our sweet Earth. The Peace Chakra 
sustained the activities of the Ascension and Violet Fire Chakras in 
their Divine Potential. And again, it is now prepared to flower this 
Divine Activity in the rebirth of embodied Solar Consciousness! 
 
Together, standing in the Light, these three Chakra Suns constitute 
the Forcefield we know as the Eternal Sun of Elemental Perfection 
Patterns …reproducing the same activity that sustains our sweet 
Earth at her core, maintaining the equanimity of centrifugal and 
centripetal forces on every level of Lifeforce on Earth …and the 
electromagnetic forcefield emanating from this Eternal Sun of Even 
Pressure that protects from lower frequency radiation, so that it no 
longer interferes with the Ascension Process.   
 
And with this Elemental Foundation in place, we see our Light 
Service fulfilled by assisting Humanity through global Holy 
Communion …arising then into her Sun of Holy Spirit and its 
Divine Love Nature …as well as the Sun of God Illumination and 
its Luminous Mind of God.  This is the Ascension Process as seen 
from the Office of the World Teacher.  



Welcome into its embrace as a Radiant Sea of Divinity! 
And SO IT IS , BELOVED I AM!  
 
 
 
 
 
 


